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Sources of syntactic microvariation

• Variation in morphosyntactic features

• Variation in spellout

How can we tell these apart? Do we need to have both?
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Today’s talk

• An account of acceptance of amn’t across varieties of Scots

which makes crucial use of Yang’s Tolerance Principle

• Inventories of forms, not features, are what condition variation

in spellout in the case of amn’t
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The amn’t gap

The absence of -n’t form for am:

(1) *I amn’t your friend.

(2) *Amn’t I your friend? Standard English

Langendoen (1970), Hudson (1977, 2000), Zwicky and Pullum (1983), Francis (1985),

Bresnan (2001), Frampton (2001), Anderwald (2002), Broadbent (2009), Yang (2017)
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Bresnan 2001

An asymmetry in Scots: amn’t in questions but not declaratives.

(3) *I amn’t your friend.

(4) Amn’t I your friend? Scots
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Bresnan 2001

No asymmetry in Hiberno-English.

(5) I amn’t your friend.

(6) Amn’t I your friend? Hiberno-English
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Questions

• what is the cause of the amn’t gap?

• what is the nature of the dialectal variation?

• what is the source of the declarative/inversion asymmetry?
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The Scots Syntax Atlas

• four-year AHRC project (2015-2019, PI: Jennifer Smith)

• 140 locations across Scotland

• interviews with 18-25 and 65+ age groups; 4 speakers in each

locality

• 200+ question acceptability judgment questionnaire, scale

from 1-5 (darker spots on maps = high scores)

• transcribed and text-to-sound aligned conversation data (3m

words)

• two interfaces: one for linguists, one for general audience

• all data available now: https://scotssyntaxatlas.ac.uk
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Key test sentences

(7) I’m coming with you, amn’t I?

(8) I amn’t ready.
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I’m coming with you, amn’t I?

Accepted by ≥ 2 speakers
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I amn’t ready

Accepted by ≥ 2 speakers
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I amn’t ready

Average scores
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The SCOSYA corpus

3m words... one single example of amn’t!

(9) all that drama driving in the snow for they passport

pictures and I amn’t gonnae send it off this week

(Kilwinning young)

Part of general trend with be in northern British varieties for

preferring aux+subject contractions to aux+neg contractions when

both options possible (Tagliamonte and Smith 2002)

(10) He’s not there. v. common

(11) He isn’t there. v. rare
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Questions

• Why the inversion/declarative asymmetry?

• Why such high acceptance of declaratives in West Highlands?

• Why the differences with declaratives up the east coast?
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Other negatives

Variability with contracted negation in Scots: –nae ([n@] in Tayside,

NE and some parts of the Highlands; [ne] elsewhere)

(12) Brian isn’t there.

(13) Brian isnae there.

Generally more regular than –n’t: arenae, wasnae, werenae,

havenae, hasnae, couldnae, shouldnae, doesnae, willnae, cannae,

amnae...
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Inversion

The –nae form does not invert, unlike –n’t

(14) *Amnae I coming?

(15) *I’m coming with you, amnae I?

(16) *They saw you, didnae they?

(17) They saw you, didn’t they?
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Proposal

• Following Yang (2017), the crucial factor for explaining the

distribution of amn’t lies in productivity

• Following Bresnan (2001), the asymmetric distribution of

amn’t is a reflex of the asymmetric distribution of –nae
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Proposal

• Interaction of –n’t and –nae conditions amn’t

• –n’t/–nae variation derived by variable exponence rule

NEG → [n
"
t] or [ne] / AUX #
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The Tolerance Principle (Yang 2016)

How many irregulars can a rule tolerate and still be productive?

N = items in the paradigm (forms acquired)

θN = threshold (exceptions tolerated)

e = exceptions to rule (irregulars)

e ≤ θN := N
lnN
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Predictions of TP

Rules will vary in their productivity across dialects depending on

the input

• More irregulars → most general rule becomes unproductive

→ paradigm gaps possible

• English -n’t is quite irregular (Zwicky and Pullum 1983)
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American English (Yang 2017)

NEG → [n
"
t] / AUX #

could → couldn’t

would → wouldn’t

should → shouldn’t

is → isn’t

was → wasn’t

has → hasn’t

have → haven’t

had → hadn’t

...

bisyllabic, regular

will → won’t

do → don’t

can → can’t

must → [m2sn
"
t] not [m2stn

"
t]

are → [r
"
nt] not [Arn

"
t]

were → [wr
"
nt] not [wErn

"
t]

is → ain’t

has → ain’t

...

irregular, (mainly) monosyllabic
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American English (Yang 2017)

NEG → [n
"
t] / AUX #

e ≤ θN := N
lnN

N = 18 could, should, would, do...

θN = 6

e = 7-12 don’t, won’t, can’t, mustn’t, aren’t, weren’t, ain’t (x5), [dÕ]

(Ultimately) not productive! So we predict the amn’t gap
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West Highlands Scots

NEG → [n
"
t] / AUX #

could → couldn’t

would → wouldn’t

should → shouldn’t

is → isn’t

was → wasn’t

has → hasn’t

are → [arn
"
t]

were → [wErn
"
t]

...

bisyllabic, regular

will → won’t

do → don’t

can → can’t

must → [m2sn
"
t] not [m2stn

"
t]

are → [r
"
nt] not [arn

"
t]

were → [wr
"
nt] not [wErn

"
t]

is → ain’t

has → ain’t

...

irregular, (mainly) monosyllabic
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West Highlands Scots

NEG → [n
"
t] / AUX #

N = 18 could, should, would, do...

θN = 6

e = 5 don’t, won’t, can’t, mustn’t, [dÕ]

Productive! This rule will generate amn’t
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West Highlands Scots

NEG → [n
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I havenae been there before

He wasnae there

Combined average scores
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Variable negation

What about kids who are hearing –nae and –n’t?

• How is productivity assessed for variable system?

• How might one form influence acquisition of the other?

• Why do learners consistently acquire variability only in

declaratives?
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Variable negation

Important facts about –nae and –n’t:

• All speakers with –nae have it in variation with –n’t and kids

are hearing both (Smith et al. 2013)

• Only –n’t used in inversions

• Inverted negation robustly attested in Scots tags

• There is an amnae form... for a subset of speakers

• –nae is not exactly the same across Scotland
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Bresnan on amnae

Bresnan 2001: the asymmetric gap in Hawick Scots due to amnae.

(18) I amnae ready.

(19) *Amnae I coming with you?
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Bresnan on amnae

Predicted anti-correlation not borne out across Scotland (focussing

on –nae regions):

• scores for amnae and (declarative) amn’t moderately

positively correlated (R = 0.53)

• more so among older speakers (R = 0.58)

• average score for amnae (2.64) well below average for other

–nae forms (e.g. wasnae = 3.66)

The opposite trend seems to be closer to the truth!
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Scots irregular negative forms

Irregular forms across varieties:

(20) I daa/dae ken. ‘I don’t know’

(21) I caa mind. ‘I can’t mind/remember’

(22) He winna/winnae like that. ‘He won’t like that’

(23) I ∅-na ken my quine. ‘I don’t know my lass’

(24) I ∅-na been there. ‘I haven’t been there’
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all

%dae

dae, caa, winnae

%dae
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Revisiting –n’t and –nae

Two (partial) interactions between –n’t and –nae:

• rejection of amn’t and amnae go together to some extent

• irregularity in –nae system tracks rejection of declarative amn’t
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Proposal

Acquisition of negative system is a two-stage process:

Step 1: posit variable exponence rule for –nae and –n’t in T

Step 2: posit distinct rule for NEG in C
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Step 1: variable rule

NEG → [n
"
t] or [ne] / AUX #

This is itself a multi-stage process:

1. posit two distinct morphological rules:

• affixation rule for –n’t as head of NegP

• cliticization rule for –nae as specifier of NegP (covert head)

2. collapse into a single cliticization rule
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Step 1: variable rule

Clitic-like properties of na(e):

• attaches to non-auxiliaries when co-occurring with zero

auxiliary (ana ken)

• attaches to pronoun-aux combinations in some varieties

(I’vena; NE, some in Dundee)

• its irregularities involve deletion of segments rather than stem

changes (cf. possessive ’s)

• it doesn’t move with the aux
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Step 1: variable rule

NEG → [n
"
t] or [ne] / AUX #

• Exceptions: sum of exceptions to each disjunct of variable rule

• Irregularity with –nae will affect rule that generates –n’t, and

vice versa

• aren’t and weren’t are bisyllabic in most of Scotland (like W.

Highlands) so won’t be on exception lists
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Edinburgh Scots

NEG → [n
"
t] or [ne] / AUX #

N = 18 could, should, would, do...

θN = 6

e = 5-6 don’t, won’t, can’t, mustn’t, [dÕ], %dae

Productive! This rule will generate amn’t... and amnae
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Northeast Scots

NEG → [n
"
t] or [n@] / AUX #

N = 18 could, should, would, do...

θN = 6

e = 9+ don’t, won’t, can’t, mustn’t, [dÕ], daa, winna, caa, ∅-na...

Not productive! Predict amn’t gap... fate of amnae depends on

input
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Northeast Scots
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"
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9+ exceptions

5-6 exceptions

8 exceptions

5-6 exceptions
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Variation in spellout

Variation in inventory of forms conditions availability of amn’t

• A possible signature of variation in spellout

• Unlikely to be a matter of parametric variation
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Returning to inversions

Why the difference with amn’t in inversions?

Why no –nae inversion in questions?

Phonology of –nae unlikely to provide explanation, as –nae can

precede subject exceptionally in imperatives (Weir 2007):

(25) Dinnae you talk rubbish!
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Returning to inversions

Guiding intuition: –nae only in declaratives steers learners towards

a disunified system with distinct NEG heads having distinct

spellout rules

(26) NEGT → [n
"
t] or [n@] / AUX #

(27) NEGC → [n
"
t] / AUX #

• One-to-many mapping tolerated only where there’s evidence

for it (Thoms et al. 2018)

• Both NEG heads will use single spellout rule in other varieties

(e.g. W. Highlands)
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Step 2: distinct rule for NEG in C

Negated auxiliaries in C generated by different morphological rule.

In effect, we’re analysing this NEG as a head distinct from the

clause-internal NEG, e.g. as a negative complementizer

(28) CNegP

TPCNeg

-n’t

This may be forced by the fact that the clause-internal NEG has

been analysed as a clitic in Step 1.
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Step 2: distinct rule for NEG in C

Evidence (for learner) for treating NEG in C as distinct head:

• Not interpreted as negating question (isn’t she here?)

• Distinct morphological forms

• –int forms in Glasgow Scots tags (they’ve left, hint they?)

• ’n forms in Shetland Scots tags (you can, can’n you?)

• ’tn forms in Tyrone English (you sing, don’t’n you?)

• aren’t interchanged with amn’t in many varieties (I’m coming

with you, aren’t I?)
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Step 2: distinct rule for NEG in C

Reduced exception list in inversion paradigm:

(29) ??It must be raining, mustn’t it?

(30) *[dÕ] you think so? Kaisse 1985
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Inverted negation across Scots varieties

NEG → [n
"
t] / AUX #

N = 17 could, should, would, do...

θN = 6

e = 3-6 don’t, won’t, can’t, (aren’t, weren’t, ?mustn’t)

Productive! Generates amn’t in inversions, in all Scots varieties
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Conclusion

• amn’t gap may follow from absence of productive -n’t

attachment rule

• Yang’s Tolerance Principle explains microvariation wrt amn’t

when combined with assumptions about negation

• Properties of variation in spellout:

• inventory of forms may condition rule

• disjunctive spellout rules possible

• variation in whether multiple featurally distinct heads use same

spellout rule
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Thank you!

Thanks to the SCOSYA RAs Derek Henderson, Jac Mantle and

Sadie Ryan, the developer Brian Aitken, and the very many

transcribers, fieldworkers and participants.
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